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The Smart Choice for all Decorative Concrete Supply

Top-Castlestone foreground, Hardscape wall backround courtesy Levi Chapell.
Bottom- Waltools Tru Tex vertical Tightstack stamp, Tru Tin WB courtesy of Christne Arnell.
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Thank you for looking at our 2017 catalog.
Please save it as a reference going forward.
We are always trying to bring new and in-
novative products to the market while
maintaining our general decorative product
lines so make sure you check in on the
website regularly as well as sign up for
our newsletter.  As you go thru these pages
you will see we have added some great
new items this year that we hope will be
appreciated by yourself and your clients.
We appreciate each and every one of you
and always welcome feedback both posi-
tive and constructive.  Thank you.
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Stamps &
Seamless Skins

When it comes to the material used
in making the various texture tools,
Walttools is dedicated to using the very
best polyurethane that is offered.  It is
imperative to have just the right
combination of flexibility and strength to
make a job go smoothly.  The “rigid”
stamps provide just the right amount of
flex to allow for common undulations in
the concrete surface, while still providing
the stable support for most crew members
to be out on the concrete. This proprietary
polyurethane material is used in both the
pattern stamps and the seamless skins.
“Floppy” or flex mats are made from a
soft, very flexible poly formula and are
ideal for tight areas, bending against
obstacles and are often used for vertical
concrete. This same material used for
floppy mats is also used for border rollers
and the Tru Tex vertical tool line.

All Walttools stamps are backed
by a lifetime warranty against material
defects and failure with normal use and
procedures.
Stamps found to be defective by us will
be promptly replaced.  You should be
confident in what you are using,
You are using the best.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

      Walttools manufactures some of
the most renowned texture tools
available.  The line is aptly named Tru
Impressions for that reason.  They
simply will leave the best impressions
possible.  This remarkable feat is not as
simple as “replicating and reproducing”
textures as found with most other
manufacturers.  The design team at
Walttools goes the extra mile and
searches out the most distinct and
useable natural stone material textures
they can find.
          These textures are then formed
and manipulated into suitable patterns to
serve a wide variety of jobs.  Each
pattern is then checked and double-
checked for field use to avoid common
pattern problems associated with
repeating patterns.  Only after that
lengthy process are the tools then put
into normal production.
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Ashler Slate  23.75 x 23.75   CON-ASH
6 Patterns
Traditional ashler slate design, plentiful medium
texture depth with varied grout lines.

The two most popular stamps in the industry are the ashler and random stone patterns.  They are everywhere
you see stamped concrete.  Because of their popularity, Walttools decided to ensure those two patterns offer the
best variety, texture, and impression possible by creating these patterns with SIX stamps in each group.  This will
insure that projects done with these patterns offer twice the texture variety of any competitive manufacturer.
They are the best the industry has to offer.

Common set sizes ranging from 5 to 18 pieces
depending on the needs of the job.

Traditional rustic fieldstone with hand chiseled edges
in a typical rotational setting.

New Random Stone  30 x 30   CON-NRND
6 Patterns

The number of stamps you need is the number
 it takes to get across the widest part of your
 project plus at least one to start the next row.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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Original Random  30 x 30
CON-ORND  3 Patterns
Traditional heavy field/flagstone pattern with
a rustic texture and varied grout lines.

Random Rock  30 x 30
CON-RANR  3 Patterns
Beautifully detailed slate in a rotational
pattern. Shallow joints, overlay friendly.

New Castlestone  35.5 x 35.5
CON-NCS  2  Patterns
Bold and heavy, irregular cut sandstone
tiles set in a striking rotational stamp pattern.

 Medievil Cobble  34 x 26
 CON-MCS  2 patterns
Old World street cobblestones in a variety
of sizes with a striking random pattern.

Roman Cobble  17 x 31
CON-ROCB
Traditional cobblestone layout.
Heavy detail with tight chiseled
grout lines.

888-263-5895            Walttools.com

Sandalwood/Charcoal release

Old World Ashler  24 x 24
CON-OWA  3 Patterns
Carefully cut stone tiles in a traditional Ashler
design.  Striking, beautiful and timeless. Provides
a very Even surface. Overlay friendly.

Plain-Medium/Gray release Limestone Integral /Coffee release

Wheat Integral/Walnut release
Sandalwood Integral/Charcoal release

Khaki Integral/Adobe releaseCanyon Rust/Charcoal release
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Nicely weathered Tennessee River slate in
Standard 2ft squares.  Thin tailored grout
lines. Overlay friendly

Tennessee Tile  24 x 24
CON-TTL  3 Patterns

Italian Slate  24 x 24
CON-ITSL
Classic Italian slate in a common
square layout with light,but plentiful
texture. Overlay friendly.

Capone Cobble  28 x 21
CON-CACO  2 Patterns
Heavily weathered and worn street bricks right
from Chicago’s south side.

Nicely weathered limestone 18” slabs in
a traditional square set. Overlay friendly.

Weathered Stone Tile  36 x 18
CON-WST  2 Patterns

Grand Running bond  23.75 x 23.75
CON-GRB  2  Patterns
Nicely weathered slate tiles in a traditional
staggered pattern. Overlay friendly

 Roman Fan  42 x 28
CON-EUFN
Hand cut, chiseled edge European cobblestones
in a beautiful fan pattern.

888-263-5895            Walttools.com

Straw Integral/Coffee release Aztec & Hazelnut Tru Tint WB/Coffee release

Mesa Integral/Dk Walnut release
Green slate release border

Walnut Integral/Natural release

Pewter Integral/Medium gray release
Wheat Integral/Coffee release
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Tight fitting common pavers in a
herringbone layout. Overlay friendly.

Herringbone Paver  28 x 24
CON-HERR

Worn Brick Running Bond  36 x 21
CON-RUBO
The most traditional pattern of all. You get r
rustic used bricks in a traditional bond pattern.
3/8” joints. Overlay friendly.

Old Towne Herringbone  22 x 36
CON-OTHB
Well worn bricks in a herringbone
layout.  3/8 inch joints. Overlay friendly.

Well worn bricks in a herringbone
layout.  3/8 inch joints. Overlay friendly.

Worn Brick Basketweave  22 x 36
CON-BASK

California Crosswalk  36 x 24
2 Pattern
Large(12x6) worn bricks set into a rowlock
Layout with light but plentiful texture.

G:\DCIM\112_FUJI\DSCF2557.JPG

Georgetown Cobble Brick 48 x 24
CON-GBC
Large muscular brick in a well weathered
running bond pattern.

888-263-5895            Walttools.com

Canyon Rust Integral/Charcoal releaseOld Brick Integral/Natural release

Canyon Rust Integral/Dark Walnut releaseBrick Integral/Charcoal release

Brick Red Integral/Charcoal release

Redwood, Carmel Acid stain
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Walttools offers a wide selection of borders to compliment and dress up any job out there!

Imperial Ashler
35.5 x 35.5
2 Pattern
CON-IA

Large stunningly
textured varied slate
tiles in a large
Ashler layout.
Two fully rotational
mats make it an easy
pattern to use.
.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

Khaki integral/Coffee release
Reax stains on all stones

Wisconsin Flagstone  42 x 42
CON-WFLG  2 Patterns
Heavily textured rough cut large flagstone steppers set in an irregular rotational pattern with wide, rough grout lines.
This pattern is well suited for a natural stone look in large areas. Can be grouted.

Pewter Integral/Medium gray release
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Centennial Plank
Five Planks from 8 ft down to 4 ft, Each a different grain for
the ultimate in realism. Easily combines with the traditional
Weatherwood Plank(found below)for a fully unique surface.

Centennial Plank 14”
CON-CNTWD

Weatherwood Plank
4, 5 and 6 foot planks.
CON-WWP

5.5 inch rustic planks that give the
perfect old time look that defies belief

Amber, Caramel and Ebony Tru Tint acid stain

Wheat Integral/Dk Walnut release

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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Compatible Stamps

BC Ashler
3 pieces
CON-BCASH

BC Cobble
1 piece
CON-BCCBL

Compatible stamps by Walttools are the first of a kind in this industry. They are completely original designs that are
made to work perfectly with some other brands of the three most popular stamps of all time.  The stone layouts,
shapes and original textures used by Walttools greatly improve the looks of any stamp job completed with the addi-
tion of  the compatible stamps. In addition to improving on the existing textures, the additional stone sizes that are
lacking in the originals now reduces the repetitive look of the originals.  In the case of the Ashler and Random you
will now have six patterns to work with allowing your work to be set apart from your competitors.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

BC Random
3 pieces
CON-BCRND

Khaki Integral/Coffee release

Hazelnut, Olive, Sequoia WB stains

Mesa Integral/Dk Walnut WB stains
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Seamless Skins

888-263-5895  Walttools.com

Presidential Slate - Clefted slate from Potomac River
CONS-PSS

Fractured Granite - Pitted and fissured granite face
CONS-FG

Southwest Slate- Ribbed slate from Arizona plateau
CONS-SWSL

Outback Stone - From Australian river bed stone.
CONS-OUT

Heavy Quarry Stone - Clefted stone from the Midwest
CONS-HQS

Colorado Sandstone - Sandstone from upper Colorado
CONS-SAND

Charcoal release/Carmel, Ebony acid stains

Seamless Skins
Khaki integral/Coffee release
Amber, Olive acid stain

Straw Integral/Adobe release

Char green Integral/Charcoal release

Limestone integral/Desert Dust release

Sandstone release/Sandalwood acid stain
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India Water Slate - Unique slate waves, light texture
CONS-IND

Parisian Travertine - Popular European texture; excel-
CONS-TVRT lent for pool decks

Seascape - Sandy beach bottom with life forms
CONS-SEA

Light Quarrystone - Like heavy quarry, but no clefts
CONS-LQS

Vermont Slate - Ribbed and clefted slate from Northeast
CONS-VMT

888-263-5895 Walttools.com

Mega Slate - Heavily detailed, very clefted
slate.

Khaki integral/Green Slate release Champaign Tru Tint WB

Limestone Integral/Boulder, Buckskin WB Khaki Integral/Mesa release

Tru Tint WB Bluestone, Olive, FawnWheat Integral/Coffee release
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Rockmolds Collection
Rockmolds is a Maui based company that began replicating native Hawaiian stone textures to be used
in custom concrete texturing projects. They have been used in countless faux rock projects, water features,
stepping stones, and wall scapes, all over the U.S.  The unique texture skins s really stand out and are even
finding use in more aggressive flatwork designs. In 2013 Rockmolds founder, David Schwartz approached
Walttools to take over the manufacturing of their ever growing line.  Distribution for Rockmolds is available
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Not all textures shown here.

LS306 Boulder

LS301

More textures are available online.
All skins come in 18”, 24” or 36”.
Rigid or Floppy choice of material

TRO301

LS303

LS301

LS306

LS302

LS306 Boulder

More textures are available online.
All skins come in 18”, 24” or 36”.
Rigid or Floppy choice of material.

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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 Custom stamp and Logo options

The Walttools design team can work with you to take
your custom stamp idea from a thought to reality.
Whether you need a simple logo for your company or
a custom stamp design for a particular client, give us
a call to see if we are the best fit to help you meet your
needs.  Most other manufacturers will send out their
custom design orders to local subcontractors. Not here.
Walttools does everything in house to ensure
you get exactly what you are looking for in your custom
designs.  To find out what Walttools can do for you
just contact your local distributor or email us your
details to get started.

Company logo stamps are needed for you to leave
your mark. They are the calling card for your work.
Be sure to leave an impression for everyone to see.
Simply email a file and we can get started for you.

The custom examples below are two simple accent
Pieces for specific projects

Logo stamps are made from high density resin,
include a sturdy handle on the back and are designed
to last as long as you need them. Sizes can range from
6 inches and up and can accommodate just about
any design.

YOUR
LOGO!

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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Walttools was tasked with recreating this intricate
design into a workable concrete stamp.  This stamp
was used on the entry apron for a newly  Constructed
equestrian center in Newark IL . We were only provided
the logo from their letterhead shown above.
The 36” design provided the exact detail of their
graphic logo.

 Custom designs

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

A local decorative company was asked to pour  several new pads for
an addition to the world Famous Medinah Country Club outside
Chicago.  The course wanted their logo stamped on each padso a custom
stamp was needed. Walttools was able to quickly design and produce the
needed tools on the tight deadline needed for a late fall pour.

Below you will see a large custom logo stamp created for the city of Kerrville, TX to use in a community fountain.
The massive 8 foot stamp design is actually two pieces that each weighed 125 lbs.  The depth of the design was a full
half inch. The project was completed by Kraftsman Commercial Playgrounds & Water Parks.

I                                                       If you have a design need for a stamp, we will do out best to make it happen for
                                                        you or your client.
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Tru Impression stamping rollers and border mats from Walttools are valuable tools that can make a hard job
into an easy job by allowing rather quick and easy patterned borders, including curves, all while reducing labor
and time. Tru Impressions Decorative Concrete Border Rollers offer a simple way to incorporate linear features
into decorative jobs without using individual stone stamps. Borders are rolled out by one person in the down
time it takes to wait for concrete to become ready for stamping  For projects with curved edges, the roller cre-
ates a cohesive, custom look. The durable polyurethane rollers are available in several patterns complementing
most common stamp patterns. Posted sizes can vary slightly up to ¼ inch.

 Rollers and Borders

C:\Users\don\Pictures\o...\DSCF2457.JPGC:\Users\don\Pictures\...\DSCF2479.JPG

C:\Users\don\Pictures\c...\DSCF2477.JPG

C:\Users\don\Pictures\catalog...\DSCF2478.JPG

Cut slate 8”
CROL-CUTS

Canyon Stone 10”
CROL-CANY

Varied Slate 12”
CONR-SLTI

Old Stone Tile 9”
CONR-OWST

Victorian 8”
CONR-VICT

Slate 8”
CONR-8SLT

Worn Brick 8”
CONR-UBR

Cobblestone 8”
CONR-COBL
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CONR-OWSC

Large Cobble 8” BS-

Limestone Brick 10” BS-

Old World Soldier
9”

Georgetown 8.5” BS-

California Streetscape roller 12”
CROL-CALSS

We have border mat sets for
every one of our rollers. The

 mats shown below are
currently available ONLY

as mats

8” slate tile

Worn Brick Border

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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Tru Impression Seamless rollers will change the way you view doing seamless texture.  Extreme time savings
are ensured while still providing great textures on concrete, overlay and even microtopping. Heavy duty 24”
or lightweight 18”, these rollers belong in your offerings. Excellent for stencil textures.

Pitted Stone
LR18-PS

Travertine
LR18-TRV

Flagstone
LR18-FLG

Slate
LR18-SL

The lightweight 18” rollers weigh in at 6 lbs and
thread onto a small bull float thread or broom handle.

Can texture surfaces from 1/8” microtopping to
regular concrete. 4 current textures.

24” Heavy duty seamless texture rollers will provide either an attractive stone or layered slate texture that can
stand alone or serve as a base texture for stamp patterns to ensure a detailed surface. Bull float handle included.

You can fully put down
texture on a 20’ x 20’
overlayment in fifteen
minutes or less.  Think

of the labor savings.

STONE
SMR-WFL

SLATE
SMR-LSL
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Step and Form Liners Step and Form Liners
Plain gray concrete is boring. Walttools detailed form liners are used in the creation of step risers, fire pits and
seat walls and poured walls to produce concrete looks that are much more pleasing than the sea of plain gray out
there. Form liners are textured pieces that come in many different textures and patterns and are attached to the
inside of the form work before the concrete is poured. When the forms are removed, what you get is concrete that
mimics stone, slate and even wood.  Textured liners are a huge savings compared to trying to create these
looks on plain concrete and it can add up to thousands of dollars on a single job.
When it comes to creating fantastic looking steps, nothing beats the use of a Walttools step liner. Walttools
stone step liners provide the most realistic reproduction of natural stone available in any liner. They are
available to fit standard lumber sizes 2”x4”, 2”x6” and 2”x8”. Step liners are simple to use, durable and fully
reusable. With the use of proper coloration and some strategic saw cutting, steps can take on the appearance
of large slabs of natural stone adding attractive value and curb appeal to any project.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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6” Split Flagstone
5 1/4” actual
SI-LS6

4” Chiseled stone
3.5” actual
SI-LS4

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

8” Split Flagstone
7.25” actual
SI-LS8

The 8” Split Flagstone is the most used insert of them all.  It displays
amazing detail and texture relief.  You are left with the appearance
of hand chiseled stone with a heft and presence unlike anything else.
They work for steps, large drop down edges and even massive
precast stepping stones.  They take stains extremely well for an even
more custom finish. Show above is Tru Tint WB-Tobacco.

When the projects calls for a step or edge just a little less bold than the 8” insert, the 6” sibling will do the trick.

Last but not least is the 4”version.  Excellent for
Short risers or a striking edge for patios or driveways.
This also makes an excellent insert for wall caps,
counter tops and fire pits.

The 4” and 6” inserts can often be stacked with 2” countertop inserts to create a decorative cantilever.
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After the success of the stone style inserts, it was evident that the market was in need
of an alternative. The series of slate liners is just that alternative. The striking classic
look of slate matches many environments and is suitable for most jobs.

8” Chiseled granite
7.25” actual x6’ long
SI-RG8

8” Split Slate SI-SPSL8
8” Chisel Slate SI-CHSL8
6” Chisel Slate SI-CHSL6
4” Chisel Slate SI-CHSL4

5” Split stone
4 7/8” actual x 6’long
SI-LS5

888-263-5895  Walttools.com

With the popularity of the Weatherwood stamp sets comes the need for a matching wood grain edge liner.
This edge liner comes as a 2”x4” and 6.5’ long. This is a thin (1/4” )liner for easy manipulation.

There are three patterned step liners with built in cantilever ledges: A stacked stone and random stone with a chiseled
stone ledge profile; and a chiseled slate pattern with an all slate ledge profile. These will fit standard 2x8 lumber and
leave you with incredibly detailed step risers to match many stamp styles. They are molded at a 45 degree edge on the
bottom for easier finishing by allowing your trowel to get under the liner.
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8” Feathered Slate  SI-FSL4
8” Feathered limestone  SI-FST4

Ultra thin, 7 ft long liners for easy, non aggressive
textures. Attach to forms and overlap slightly.  4 pc sets.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

Stone fire pits are the perfect addition to nearly any outdoor environment. The natural stones found in these inserts
were carefully chosen for the most realistic impressions in concrete. Two liners fit into a 36” Sonotube and can be
topped with any decorative insert you choose. These liners can also be stacked into wall forms for creating
remarkable seat walls, or any concrete wall that needs an authentic stone look.

Fire pit insert/wall liners

Boulder

Stacked Majestic

Flex Forms from Walttools are the original concept in non-traditional
forms.  They make forming curves a breeze, and you can work with these
similar to your everyday lumber securing with nails and screws. They are
easy to strip, knock clean and store back in the truck. A set of forms takes
up about as much space as a few pieces of traditional lumber.
Sold in 4”, 5”, 8” and 12” heights.  All 8 ft in length.

● Plastic forms are ideal for curved flatwork applications
● 8 feet long and thickness of ¼ inch
● Nails are easily penetrated and removed from the form
● Made from high density polyethylene for UV resistance
● Secure with wood or metal stakes with either nails or screws
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 Wall Liners
This Walttools wall liner system consists of two panel sizes.  48"x32" and 48"x24".  This is a simple system
to use and provides a beautiful finished wall that does not have the typical vertical line breaks common with
many other wall liner systems.
There is more than one variation of each liner size to maintain a random look to it.  Small single stone lugs are
used to either trim out a top or bottom edge(2.5 inch) or to lock stacked forms together(5 inch). Once complete
you can stain the wall it to any look you prefer with any of many Walttools stain systems or even leave it
plain(shown) for a light limestone effect. There is no other system to give this authentic a finish without
costing a small fortune.

32A

32B

32C

24A

24B

2.5” Lug

5” Lug

The current sizing of the liners allows for a variety
of wall heights starting at 2 feet and continuing in to
build as you need.  This is one simple system.

Note: Any of the firepit liners on the previous page
are excellent choices for pouring shorter exposed
concrete walls such as exposed foundations drop
down patio edges.

Tightstack
and Brick

 liners

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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 Countertop Edge Forms
Tru Impression countertop edge liners provide the best in reproduction of natural stone or architecture design..
From 2” to 2 3/8”, these high quality, multi-use liners will provide striking edges on your tops as well as caps
for walls, steps and some pool applications.  The high quality flexible polyurethane is easy to clean and main-
tain job after job.

Art Deco   1 7/8 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-DECO

Banded  1 7/8 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-BND

Curvy   2 1/8 “ tall  8 ft      CTOP-CRVE

Dentilated  2“ tall  8 ft      CTOP-DENT

Rope   1 7/8 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-RPE

Shale   2 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-SHLE

Chiseled granite  2.25 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-CHGRN

Weatherwood   2.25 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-WWG

Chiseled Slate  2.25 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-CHSL

Aggressive  2.25 “ tall  8 ft    CTOP-AGG

Standard   2 1/8 “ tall  6 ft    CTOP-STAN

Curvey

Art Deco

Dentilated

Rope

Chiseled Slate

Standard

Aggressive

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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 Countertop Edge Forms

New for 2017
FreeForm stone edge liner.  This innovative edge liner is the first in a line of “Freeform” liners that provides
the installer the freedom to make multiple configurations and shapes of natural stone that cannot be done with a
typical liner.  Pulled from natural stone edging in a manner that creates multiple turns, bends, and corners that
can now be replicated on your fabrication table in minutes.

This can be used with either side up or down. Multiple forms can be used to create large tops or even an incred-
ibly dramatic countertop. Forming can be as simple as laying the form on the table and creating the outline you
need and securing with some common 2.5 inch deck screws.  No cutting, just butt up the end on the interior
with a bead of caulk.

Use for both precast or
cast in place projects

Form is 8 feet long and 2.25 inches tall

Walttools Thin Edge liners are de-
signed to provide a bridge between a
full stone texture and a smooth texture.
This refined look will fit in almost any
location without dominating the décor.

Designed to easily fit with the popular
Z Counterform system, they are ap-
proximately 7 ft long x 2.25” tall and
easily overlap for a natural seamless
look.

Slate   CTOP-THSL Travertine  CTOP-THTR Stone   CTOP-THST

Travertine edge
Finished with coffee color hardener paste

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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 Z Counterform system
The Z Counterform countertop system is
the simplest way to create your new con-
crete countertops.  These plastic forms
come in a variety of edge profiles so you
can easily match your decor.

The square profile also provides a home
for several of the Walttools inserts for
those wanting the fine texture of stone or
slate.

Installation of the forms is not complicat-
ed and can allow you to transform your
kitchen in a weekend.

The optional bendable forms allows for
the creation of curved shapes as well.

Standard forms create an edge profile
height of 2.25 inches.

Commercial is 3.5 inches

Euro Edges are 1.25 inches

Standard kits provide 64 linear face feet
of edge form

Half kits offer 32 feet.

Bendable forms are single forms at 8 feet
in length.

Square                              Full Bullnose                  Half Bullnose

Quarter Bullnose             Fancy                             Double Fancy

 Ogee                                      Modern                                 Euro Edge

Sinkform.  96 inches

Precast                             Commercial Square
Bendable

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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The Receiver Track is used to
mount the  Z Poolform on top of
the pool wall of a concrete or
fiberglass pool. The Receiver
Track can be fastened to the pool
wall with either our 1" Construc-
tion Screws or our 2" Polyester
Mounting Tape.

Packaged containing 16 -  8’ piec-
es (128 linear feet) of straight or
bendable receiver track. The re-
ceiver track is NOT reusable be-
cause it is left in place.

Double sided Polyester Mounting
Tape used to fasten Receiver Track
(RT-001) to top of fiberglass pools.

White Vinyl tape used to cover
Gaps caused by "V notches" in the
Bendable pool form.1" x #10 panhead screw.

Contains 200 pieces and
a 5/32" masonary drill bit.
Heavy duty use.

The Z Poolform Extraction
 Tool is used to safely remove
 the Z Poolform from the
Receiver Track (RT-001)
or liner track without causing
any damage to the forms.
This tool will help ensure
a long life for your Z Poolforms.

Z Poolform™ is a reusable PVC
form used to create decorative
concrete coping for pools. Inter-
changeable form liners will allow
for a variety of different edge pro-
files and textures.    Z Poolforms
can be used with vinyl liner, fiber-
glass, or concrete pools.

Packaged as 8 - 8' (64 linear feet)
of straight or bendable Z Pool-
form. This includes the base form
and the back piece.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

 Z PoolForm
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 Z Poolform Edge liners
Z Poolform liners are the best way to achieve a refined or natural stone look on a concrete pool coping edge by using the
patented re-usable Z Poolform coping system. They are unmatched in detail and ease of use.  There are currently seven
profiles to choose from to fit any architectural design. All are 3” tall and 8 ft long. Excellent for wall caps and countertops.

Chiseled Stone

Bullnose travetine

Chiseled Slate

Slate Bullnose

Bermuda edge

Square edge

Bullnose edge

888-263-5895                      Walttools.com
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 Vertical Concrete
The world of Vertical Decorative Concrete has grown considerably in the past few years.  What was once
a grass roots, homegrown, exclusive group of artisans who displayed their craft in the likes of theme parks
and Hollywood is now a fast growing group of concrete artisans who have realized they can provide the
customized beauty and creativity to their clients in a variety of ways. Walttools Tru Tex line of vertical
texturing tools and mixes has helped many down the right path. Unique roller sleeves, texture skins and texture
trowels along with other unique tools allow the user to create a multitude of unique and varied looks when
replicating natural formations. Available individually or as entire kits, the tools you need are here.

Walttools Tru Tex Vertical System is a complete solution for making the most out of your vertical work.  The
heart of any vertical concrete system is going to be the proper mix design.  The Tru Pac ad pac system
has been proven to be a solution for countless artisans. It offers extreme convenience and cost savings over both
DIY mixing and current 50 lb bag mixes on the market.  Once the mix is up on the wall, you will have all the
texture tools you need with the Tru Tex tools  to bring your vision to life. , including the New STONE MATRIX
design tool.  If you prefer stamping, we offer some of the most realistic stone stamps on the market.  In addition
 there are some original  tools that were created for efficient joint  improvisation to further keep it “looking real”.
Once complete you can then apply the most natural and easy to use Stains with Tru Tint WB.  Finally,
lock in the looks of your hard work by protecting it with the only Silicone hybrid penetrating and film forming
sealer on the market in Walttools Tru Block.  No system is as complete as you can find with Walttools Tru Tex.

888-263-5895                   Walttools.com
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 Vertical Concrete - Sleeves

Rough Stone  TTR-RS

Heavy Bark  TTR-HB

Slate  TTR-SL

Shale  TTR-SHL

Limestone TTR-LMST

Coral  TTR-CST

Gnarly Stone  TTR-GNST

Tru Tex Roller sleeves are made to slip over a
common paint roller frame and easily provide
quick and convincing texture. Use them alone
or in layers for unique looks every time.

Elephant Skin  TTR-ELE

Wood Grain TTR-WGR

Light Bark  TTR-LBK

Striated Slate  TTR-STSL

Light Stone  TTR-LS

Medium Stone  TTR–MS

The Tru Tex system is  designed

to provide fast and efficient

 texturing with a series of simple

steps. Typically the Tru Pac

material is placed on the

surface and smoothed to an

acceptable level. An appropriate

release agent is used to treat the

roller sleeve(s).  Base textures

are quickly rolled onto the

surface. Once  you proceed

 to the relief stage of the pattern,

giving “life” to the stonework,

you will make use of both Tru

Tex Skins and Texture trowels

to add back in lost textures

where appropriate, Have fun!

888-263-5895                     Walttools.com
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Tru Tex skins are conveniently sized, flexible
Polyurethane texture skins designed to produce quick and
easy textures on a variety of vertical style projects. Use them
alone or with other Tru Tex tools or in layers for unique
looks every time.  Sizes range from 12-16”

Chisel Slate  TTS-CL

Weather Stone  TTS-WS

Striped slate  TTS-

Limestone  TTS-LMS

Rough stone  TTS-RSMedium stone  TTS-MS

Shale stone  TTS-SH

Extreme stone  TTS-ES

Pitted Granite  TTS-PGHeavy Granite  TTS-HVGR

Heavy Bark  TTS-HB

Light Stone  TTS-LS

18” End Grain  TTS-EG Weatherwood Skins  TTS-WW 3PC

The tools are also available in
 a variety of kits ranging from

 a few to nearly all in the
popular “Contractor’s Kit”

 Vertical Concrete - Skins

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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 Vertical Concrete - Trowels and Tools
Tru Tex  Trowels are small rigid texturing pads used to provide a smattering of textures on a variety of
vertical style projects. Use them alone or with other Tru Tex tools or in layers for unique looks every time.
They are strong performers as the material stiffens and last minute textures are needed and in tighter spaces
where skins are tough to manipulate.

Walttools offers several other unique tools for vertical concrete manipulation. These pieces are extremely
useful for the vertical artisan looking for the most in being efficient and creative with their looks and designs.

A-Wedge set(3 piece).  Original design
Allowing creation of fast and tight joints
for stacked stone without carving out.

B-3 Ways(12 piece)- Unique design tools
for efficient creation of proper joints
and stone separation with reduced labor.

A

B

A-Hawk
B-Scarifier rake
C-Channel cutter
D-Tuck pointer
E-Caulk Trowel
F-Pool Trowel

G-Corner tools
H-Margin trowel
I-Point trowel
J-Grout saw
K-Grout roller

A

B
C

E

D

F

G

H

I

J

K

Rough Stone TTT-RS

Light Stone TTT-LGT

Medium Stone  TTT-MS

Split Limestone TTT-LMS

Shale Stone TTT-SHL

Heavy granite TTT-HG

Striped Slate TTT-SS

Weathered Stone TTT-WS

Chisel Slate TTT-SL

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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 Vertical Concrete Stamping

The STONE MATRIX The Stone Matrix is a revolutionary tool for the decorative vertical concrete market. This
tools allows anybody to dive into the world of vertical concrete with confidence. The Stone Matrix is a six piece
template pattern system that is completely interchangeable with its partner pieces, top and bottom and end to end,
which creates a different group of stones each time a tool edge meets a different edge. The Matrix allows install-
ers to cater the final look by way of skins, rollers, and texture trowels further ensuring the uniqueness of each
project.

    Detailed, competent designs.
    Stamps can be used in varying orientations to produce endless patterns.
    Up to one inch in relief.
    Set includes 6 full size mats.
    Regular stamp size is 16" x 96".

New for 2017

Finally, the look of tedious and carved stone can be achieved
with a tool system.  With the hundreds of endless combina-
tions that can be had, every job is now a custom job. There
has never been a tool for a crew to produce the art of vertical
concrete like this, and now they can do this in minutes, in-
stead of hours.

Each set provides you with
64 square feet of stone work
when stacked or 64 linear
feet when placed end to
end. Every time a mat
trades places, you have
a new look.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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Vertical Concrete
Tru Tex Vertical stamp sets are designed for those who have projects where hand carved designs are not always
convenient or do not easily provide the needed look. Walttools offers a line of Vertical concrete stamps that
provide a variety of specific looks that fit a variety of environments.  They are produced with detail and realism
in mind, to surpass the expectations of your clients.
One of the obstacles with stamping is you can develop a repetitive nature to the look. To combat that, Walttools
Tru Tex system of other skins, rollers and trowels are there to be used in individualizing your project. With
several current patterns to choose from you will always have go-to options when it comes to vertical concrete
stamping.

Majestic Stone
A variety of well sized
fieldstones stacked in a
random double row pat-
tern with minimal thick-
ness grout lines.
This set contains six dif-
ferent stamps, two single
row stamps and a floppy.
It provides the most vari-
ety to a patterned

VSTMP-MJ
Sets with only three rigids are
available

Boulder Face
This stamps set is de-
signed for use on primar-
ily on Hardscape systems
seatwall installations, it
will also work for use on
walls.  The appearance of
the diagonal line is mini-
mized in the design but
can be further reduced
with simple hand manip-
ulation of some stone
joints.

VSTMP-BF
Set comes with three rigid stamps
and a corner starter piece

Limestone Ashler
It is highly varied in
depth and detail. It will
require up to 3/4 inch
material for proper re-
sults. This set was de-
signed for easy use on
seatwalls as well as com-
plete vertical use on oth-
er projects.  They can be
run in a line, in step fash-
ion, even in a vertical
orientation.

VSTMP-LSA
Set comes with four rigid stamps,
a floppy mat, a square blocker and 2
key way starter stamps
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 Vertical Concrete
Tru Tex Vertical stamp sets are designed for those who have projects where hand carved designs are not
always convenient or efficient .  Tru Tex stamps will produce detailed and real recreations of some common
Stonework patterns.  Stone patterns contain three unique patterns to reduce repetition.  Further use of other
Tru Tex hand tools can aid on producing an even more unique surface with just some minor manipulation.

Tightstack Fieldstone
Very detailed, hand
selected fieldstones
stacked tightly in a
random pattern.
Set is three different
stamps and two single
rows.

Standard Brick
Common house brick
pattern stamp.  Only
light material depth
needed.
One rigid, one floppy
six key way pieces.

Limestone Block
Simple limestone
blocks in an ashler
pattern.  Mild depth
and great detail.
three stamps and a
single row.

Castle Block
Nicely sized blocks
of granite in a simple
stacked pattern.
Three stamps, a single
row and a single block

VSTMP-TSS VSTMP-OCB

VSTMP-BRK

VSTMP-LSB

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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Custom Seatwalls

Modular panels

Outdoor living

Hardscaping products

Precast Molds

888-263-5895  Walttools.com

Because Hardscaping isn’t just for
pavers and blocks any more…

Emil J Gera Concrete using Hardscape systems
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Hardscape Systems LLC is a patent pending system that allows you to create fast and easy seatwall configura-
tions using EPS foam and specifically designed concrete mixes in much less time than when using conventional
materials.  Less time means less labor, which means you can now pick up those clients that used to be out of
your range of services.

EPS foam has been used in the concrete industry for over 35
years.  It has proven to be a reliable and dependable insulating
material since the 50’s and has recently been shown to have un-
limited design potential. It is considered a green building materi-
al, and can improve overall structural durability despite the light
mass it possesses. With traditional materials, creating advanced
designs as shown above  would prove complicated as non-linear
structures can sometimes require an extensive amount of cutting
in order to complete specific designs such as an S shaped seat
wall.

Hardscape System’s patent pending design solves that issue.  Our unique seat wall system employs a number of
precision relief cuts into specific pieces that will allow one to flex the foam to make a curved wall without any
complicated cutting.  Once this base is complete it can be  then be completed in a number of ways.

This is a versatile system that is friendly to more than one trade. You can get ultra creative and employ use of
almost any vertical overlay product and concrete countertop product to be completely custom as shown above;
or, once treated with the special foam scratch coat mix called Structure Coat, you can use cultured stone, natural
stone, stucco, etc. along with a precast or stone cap.  The Structure Coat cladding makes the foam quite structur-
al in nature and may be the ultimate in scratch coat products.
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Pond Views, IL

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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Hardscape Systems structures can be
installed in more places than when us-
ing conventional block or wall systems.
Many projects can be done in three
days or less with a small crew. Why
not set your company apart from the
rest and become the “go to” installer.
Set yourself free of conventional re-
strictions of using block or pouring
concrete walls and finish the job a day
or two earlier for a change.

Emil J Gera Concrete

Hardscape Systems was created with the intent of making use of the largest vertical texture tool line in the mar-
ket, that of Walttools.  By opening up yourself up into the world of vertical concrete, you give yourself and
your clients more options than are usually available. If you are new to working with vertical concrete materials,

not to worry, as there are several complete stamping tool systems to give
you specific stone patterns and designs, The latest and most innovative
concept is the Stone Matrix, Made do be use specifically with the Seat-
wall System.

If you are a mason all the way through, not to worry because this system
can be used as a base for both natural and made made stone veneer sys-
tems. You still enjoy the vast time savings by installing the seatwall in
your desired configuration and you can even begin installing your stone
the same day. Nothing beats hardscape system in the field for saving
valuable time and labor.

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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Turning your backyard or patio into a chef's paradise is easier than ever thanks to Walttools’ modular panel
system. Building an outdoor kitchen using traditional construction can take weeks and comes with the high
cost of labor. However, constructing an outdoor kitchen using this all modular precast panel system can take
as little as a day.

This could reduce budgets by 50% allowing this outdoor living space to become a reality for many more clients.
This patented panel system of lightweight concrete panels allows for many stock configurations as well as the
ability to create a full custom design.  This system works in unity with your choice of outdoor appliances and
countertop materials, including granite, stone and  concrete countertops via the fantastic the Z Counterform coun-
tertop forming system which gives you many options for edge profile looks.

The modular
panels provide a
look that can be
customized and

will comple-
ment any appli-

ance system
you choose to

use. Your appli-
ances will have
an immediate

custom look to
them.

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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The interlocking panels are 34” tall and 4” deep.  They are made using a proprietary poly-concrete hybrid design
and weigh a fraction of what solid concrete would weigh; approximately 50-65 lbs so they can be moved by any-
one.
 The magic is in the dimensions. The panels interlock both in linear and perpendicular fashion making set up a
breeze. They can be handled easily and currently come in two lengths, 48” and 32”. This provides flexibility in

your design and allows for a multitude of configurations. Each size offers two variations to ensure a varied look.
They are made and shipped in the standard light gray concrete color so they can stained with your choice of systems.

It is simplest to stain the panels ahead of time before they are
cut or installed in any way. The panels slide together and are
secured with an internal insert that will hold them in place.
Once the base walls are set up you can then proceed to mark
and cut for your appliances. Cut-outs for appliances are easi-
ly made with a skill saw using the dimensions specified by
the appliance manufacturer.  Once your cuts are complete
you can proceed with your countertop surface. A final tuck
pointing is done to the seams where the panels join together
using a patching mix that matches the panel.  Install your
appliances are you are then complete.
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There has never been an easier and more effi-
cient system than this precast panel system for
creating a custom look when it comes to design
layout, size, color scheme and choice of surface
top finish.
In early 2017 there will be construction plans
for several design layout packages that will be
all inclusive with appliances, mix, countertop
forms, joists, patching mix etc.  You will  just
decide on your coloration approach and start
building.

Panel A 48”

Panel B 32”Panel A 32”

Panel B 48”

These modular precast panels can be use for a variety of quick building and finish options.
With just a little creativity you can construct table bases, planters, Stone wainscoting,
privacy panels, seat walls and more.

888-263-5895  Walttools.com

Panel lugs

Panels will also
be available with

a scratch coat face in-
stead of stone for the

dedicated masons. Just
apply your thinset and-
face with your choice
of stone for a full cus-
tom look and still save

valuable time. Scratch panel
   32” or 48”
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Walttools precast molds are designed to create timeless concrete creations that portray an
organic synergy with their environment.  They set themselves apart by virtue of offering texture
and detail on all visible sides for a naturalistic aesthetic. With the use of a number of coloring
systems available, they can coexist in any environment.  They are simple to make, simple to
assemble and even simpler to enjoy.  These high quality polyurethane mold systems can be
used time and time again with proper care and cleaning.

888-263-5895  Walttools.com

Pieces can be cast
in a shop or on site,
with a bag mix or
redi-mix making for
a very cost effective
value to your clients.

It’s all in the details.

Comes with precast inserts for securing
slats. You can customize length desired.

Comes with matching top stamp
so piece is textured on all sides

72 inches long, 34 inch seat back

36 inches tall

The ultimate in concrete comfort

All precast kits come with matching
 skins to texture the open side.
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By Design, the Barnwood and
Flagstone can be inter-
changed with their respective
tops and bases by design to
offer different looks for different
clients.

60 inches

48 inches

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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A highly advanced patented silicone
based sealer which protects against
the elements better than any traditional
paver type sealer.  Impervious to UV and,
excellent water repellency. Locks in sand
and less slippery than other sealers.
This sealer works for years in the harshest
environments. An INDUSTRY BEST.

This deep penetrating solvent based sealer brings
out the best in your color, richness and texture of
your paver surface. We use the highest quality
domestic resin offering the longest protection in its
class. Low VOC for  most restricted states.

The best of both solvent base and water base
 options to maintain the desired look you are after.

1.25 gl or 5 gl kit

SLR-NP

SLR-WP

1 gl or 5 gl

This acrylic based sealer exhibits a natural
luster and offers great long term protection
and locks in the sands nicely.  Superior
adhesion technology assures no flaking
or peeling. Great for an invisible look.

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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A new school improvement
of an old school solution

For many years, common cement was used as a paver edge material.  It was accessible and simple to use. Then
about 20 yrs ago, along came plastic and aluminum edge restraints, in various shapes,
sizes and configurations.  These were guaranteed to eliminate the movement and break
away of paver edges due to weather and time. As many know now, those items were
not the savior they were touted to be and STILL one of the most common brick paver
repairs that are still being performed is the replacing of these newer edge restraints.

As with any process, many problems arise from improper procedures. You can use the
best products available for any industry, but use them wrong and you have problems.

Paver edge systems are no exception. Often times, when using the concrete bead edge method, mixes are made
haphazard, installed with no base and are done with a poor profile. When properly installed by a good paver
installer, and using a material designed for that purpose, the bead wedge method of a brick pavers edge restraint
will perform very well and last for years.

Pave-Edge Mortar is a product additive designed to help eliminate some problems.  It is a non-brittle,
fiber-reinforced mortar additive that, when combined with an 80lb bag of type s mortar mix, will provide 100 lbs
of concrete bead edging that is far more economical than the structural edging options out there. Each batch does
about 50 ft.

● Easy to mix in proper proportions.
● Not as brittle as standard mortar.
● PH balanced for easy plant growth.
● Fiber reinforced for stability with stress cracks.
● Does not transfer impact energy.

 How to use Pave-Edge Mortar:  Blend the Pave-Edge with your bagged mortar as directed. Install your cement
bead wedge prior to final plate compactor compaction. This will
allow for final adhesion to outside paver joints. The mortar
bead(wedge) should be installed on top of the extended paver base
material.  This will insure the mortar wedge grabs just below the
bottom of the paving stone and has the same drainage below as the
brick pavers. Trowel your cement bead wedge with a 4" spatula or
similar at about a 45 degree angle making a nice smooth wedge
bead. The mortar wedge should be 3-4” wide and come to about an
inch from the top edge of the paving stones. This will leave enough
room for mulch, sod, or lawn growth to mask the mortar.  This

finish step is critical with all paver edging choices. This prevents erosion which can cause many associated issues.

Stress cracks can occur over time and the Pave-Edge material will retain its shape and continue to do its job.

The Pave-Edge solution is good for both freeze and non-freeze climates and has shown years of worry free results.
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No need to settle for old and worn looking pavers

Sealing old pavers can often times restore some life and luster to the surface, but there are many cases in which
the color is too far gone to be saved with a treatment of sealer. Now there is a solution. Tru Tint WB is a semi-
transparent oxide based pigmentation product perfect for restoring and re-coloring neglected pavers. You can
easily replicate the original color of the paver or even change the pavers to a different color if desired.  Tru Tint
WB works by penetrating and locking into the surface of the pavers and providing a fresh and natural look.
For even more enhanced color, you can seal the surface with your choice of  Pave Seal products from Walttools
for a long lasting finish.
WB Stain is available in 40 standard colors.  It is easily applied with a pump style sprayer for large areas simply
applied by hand on smaller surface areas. Surfaces can be used as soon as the stain is dry, typically under two
hours.

● Easy to apply with a common pump garden sprayer.
● Safe to use, no fumes or toxins.
● Cleanup with water.
● Permanent colors.
● Colors may be layered for different effects.
● Dries quickly.
● Can be left unsealed.
● Compatible with most paver sealers.

Paver surfaces often offer a great deal of
variation amongst individual pavers and

even on a single paver itself.  It is not very
noticeable with the unstained piece but will

often become more noticeable when
stained, much like actual concrete.  This is
due to the differences in porosity and wear
on the actual surface. When paver surfaces

are stained, they will often show a great
deal more character than the original sur-

face and this may be enhanced even more
of you choose to seal the stained surface. It

is highly recommended that you take the
time to sample your stain choices on some
extra pieces or pieces that will be hidden
from view so the best decisions are made

regarding the surface at hand. Note, colors
can vary dramatically from show on the

chart based upon the starting color or the
original pavers.

Original paver        Stained paver

888-263-5895  Walttools.com
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 Tru Hue Integral Color

Desert

Sage

Mocha

Straw

Khaki

Mesa

SandalwoodLimestone

Sunset rose

Pewter

Moss

Rose

Mohave Sun WheatCanyon RustWalnut

Cocoa*

Charcoal*

Brick

Bronze*

Cahaba

Dove

Brownstone*

Terra Cotta

Greystone*

Red Mountain*Old Brick*

Dark Wheat*Dark Brownstone*

BlustoneChar green
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Desert Dust* Champaign**                                                                                                                                         *Mesa Buff

Pecan*                                                                                                                                                                                      **Sandstone

Coffee*Adobe Dark Walnut*

Natural Charcoal

Green slateEmerald

MauveBrick RedTerra Cotta

Medium BrownCopper Earth*

Med Gray Blue

Tru Impressions Accent Release is designed add  the perfect contrast
color(s) to the textured surface while serving as the required bond break-
er for the tools used. Works on plain, concrete, concrete colored with
either integral color or color hardener, overlayment, and vertical mixes.
This really brings out the fine details, such as grout lines and natural tex-
ture, of your Walttools stamps and other texturing tools.

Pail covers approximately 800 sq ft.

Tru Impressions Color Hardener is designed to form a striking colored surface offering better weather and wear resistance
than standard concrete with integral color.  It provides the best “cream” surface possible and works with any impression and
texture tooling for the cleanest look that can be achieved.

Easy to apply, long lasting, interior or exterior, UV resistant.

Can be blended with other colors for artistic affect.

60 lb pail covers approximately 100 sq ft.

16 standard colors, Custom colors available.

 Color Hardener &
Accent Release

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

  * Release color only
** Hardener color only

Mahogany*
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OliveCandy Apple Cancun Lavender

Amber Carmel Redwood Rustic

Sandalwood Mohave Walnut Ebony

GarnetBronzeMarigold Desert Tan

Turquoise Teal Slate Evergreen

Tru Tint
Acid Stain

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

Chemical(acid) stains are a
coloring treatment that pro-
vides the most unusual and
unique natural color effects
of any system.  They color
the surface based on mineral
composition of the surface so
each slab is unique. They
create real character from
what are often considered
flawed surfaces.

* Chemical staining occurs
via chemical reaction, thus is
more permanent than surface
coloring.

* Enhances surface imper-
fections producing unique
and appealing results on oth-
erwise plain concrete.

* Stains can be diluted
and/or combined for a multi-
tude of finishes.

*Can be protected with a va-
riety of decorative sealers.

 *20 colors available for a
full spectrum.

Hoosier Concrete - Tan and Walnut                                                                                          Walnut being applied
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 Tru Tint Reax

Antique Teal               Chestnut Sage Dark Walnut

FawnCremeGolden WheatRedwood

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Re-Ax Stains are unique metallic based formulations which penetrate into and chemi-
cally react with various silicates and components found in cured concrete or other cement based substrates, and
form new colored crystalline components.  Tru Tint ReAx stains contain no light sensitive dyes or additives and can
be used in interior or exterior applications with a few exceptions. Tru Tint ReAx stains will penetrate the cement
surface and the subsequent reaction forms new insoluble chemical crystals that permanently color the concrete in a
wide range of mottled earth tones. Tru Tint Re-Ax stains can be used for decorative concrete including flatwork,
stamped and textured concrete, concrete masonry units, stucco, mortar, grout, and most any other portland cement
based surface. If using in conjunction with acid stains, acids must be done first and completely cleaned and neutral-
ized prior to using ReAx.

Olive
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 Tru Tint
WB

Tru Tint WB is the easiest, most forgiving concrete staining system on the market.  It produces the most natural and real-
istic results.  It penetrates perfectly on porous surfaces and dries with no shine. Ready to use from the bottle, you just ap-
ply with a common pump sprayer and seal when dry.  No wait, and no clean-up. Ideal for properly prepared indoor and
outdoor surfaces  Very green and eco-friendly

Semi-translucent, easy to layer to achieve mottled look.
WB can be sprayed, rolled, brushed or sponged.
Easy to dilute for even lighter coating.
UV stable for indoor and outdoor use.
One gallon coverage approximately 250 sq ft.
Available in regular or concentrated forms.
Final colors vary based on substrate color and sealer used.

Should be sealed for best long term results

Excellent for restoring or recoloring pavers

Jade Emerald Rust Billiard Coronado Dk Walnut Sequoia

Espresso Hazelnut Tobacco OliveOld PlankSpruceBoulder

EvergreenFawn Blujay CancunBlue steel Indigo Sky

Aztec RedOctober skyBluestone BuckskinWhitewashBlack

AutumnChampaignCopperSept. Wheat Mocha Cappuccino Storm

MauveDusty RoseDoveBayleaf Whey

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
Baltz and Sons Concrete, TN
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 Tru Tint Dye
Tru Tint Dye is the easiest to use
concrete dye available today.  With
it's multiple carrier ability, the user
has a great deal of latitude in using the
dye in different situations. It comes in
a 16 oz concentrated form that may be
diluted with water or any water
miscible solvent as needed to create
ONE gallon of concrete dye.  Being able
to use water as a carrier gives Tru Tint
dye a major advantage over dyes that
require acetone as the typical carrier.
Tru Tint dyes can be used on interior
projects without the need for
mandatory ventilation equipment.

For use on most concrete surfaces
without necessary sanding or grinding

Water based formula penetrates
efficiently and safely in minutes

Dyes can be diluted to taste and/or
combined for a multitude of finishes

16 colors available for a full spectrum

Color samples shown only provide a
guide as all concrete is individual and
final results depend on a variety of
factors
Sold per concentrated 16 oz
Creates one gallon of dye

Question? Do you know the difference
between a stain and a dye and

when to use which?

Sunglow Saddle Harvest Caribbean

Olive Teal Pasture Redwood

Blush Forest Sunfire Midnight

Black Texas Clay Chocolate Blaze
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Desert Dust Champaign Mesa Buff

Brick Red Dark WalnutAdobe Coffee

Terra CottaSandstonePecanMedium Brown

Copper Earth

MauveEmeraldGreen slate

CharcoalMed GrayNatural

Blue

Graphite

Tru Tique color wash is a water based antiquing col-
or wash solution for providing that natural two tone
mottled affect normally associated with the use of
colored release agents.   It’s proprietary formula in-
cludes specialty polymers for proper adhesion and
penetration into the substrate. This unique coloring
agent is easy to apply and will adhere well to any
textured concrete surface. This powder is designed
to mix with water and be applied as a liquid wash
coat. Color will run off the highest spots and settle
in the low spots for the contrast.  In addition to use
as a color replacement to powder release, this versa-
tile agent product can be used to restore and rejuve-
nate old and weathered textured surfaces. It provides
a durable, long lasting color cast when properly
sealed.

- UV stable pigments resist fading

 - Up to 3000 sq ft from one pail

 Tru Tique Antique
 Color Wash

888-263-5895                     Walttools.com

1 Apply 2 Allow to dry

3 Seal
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Tru Pac Specialty Mixes - Changing the industry
Walttools knows and appreciates that decorative concrete comes with a price.  The Tru Pac line can greatly
reduce those prices. Tru Pac mix ad pacs by Walttools are the most cost effective, industry proven and
reliable decorative concrete mixes available. By creating a small, user friendly admixture kit, we enable the user
to purchase pre-bagged mass produced mixes found in "Big Box" stores and easily create any number of high
performance decorative concrete mixes that would cost significantly more if purchased pre-made from a
specialized decorative concrete retailer. These mixes have been used on hundreds of successful projects around
the world and have proven to be the smartest choice available. You too should get Tru to your bottom line!

Tru Pac V is a high performance vertical concrete product that will allow you to practice your trade without breaking the
bank.  By combining one Tru Pac decorative mortar conversion kit with one 60 lb bag of  locally obtained standard
(TYPE N) bagged mortar mix you get an 80 lb batch of lightweight mix for the same or less as typical vertical bag mixes.

●     Mix can be stamped almost immediately after smoothed onto the surface
●     Extended set times allow significant carving time for full detail effects
●     Lightweight design allows for build outs of up to 5 inches in strategic places with appropriate scratch coat
●     Dries to a realistic buff gray
●     Tenacious binding to standard mortar scratch coat, no bonder needed
●     Coverage approximately 12-14 sq ft per batch at 1.5 inches thick

Tru Pac X is a high performance vertical concrete product that will allow you great versatility in your decorative needs.
Unlike other vertical mixes that are unreliable when used for thin applications(under 1/2 inch), Tru Pac X is designed for
that challenge.  The useable application thickness can range from 1/4 inch up to 4 inches on a properly prepared surface.
Now you can have one mix that can handle heavy stones carving down to plaster coat treatments. By combining one
Tru Pac X decorative mortar conversion kit with one 80 lb bag of  bagged mortar mix(TYPE S)  you get an 100 lb batch
of mix for the same cost or less as typical 50 lb bag mixes. X can be used for both overlayment and countertop as well.

●     Mix can be stamped almost immediately after smoothed onto the surface
●     Mix design allows for build outs of up to 4 inches in strategic places with appropriate scratch coat
●     Can be used as a thin plaster coat for old world looks
●     Tenacious binding to standard mortar scratch coat
●     Typical coverage 12-14 sq ft at 1.5 inches

Tru Pac C is a high performance concrete countertop product that will allow you do your job without breaking the bank.
By combining one Tru-Pac C decorative conversion kit with one 60 lb bag of standard bagged concrete mix, high strength
mix, or sand mix found locally, you get an 68 lb batch of mix for far less than your typical 50 lb bag mixes.

●     Greatly enhances and strengthens common concrete mixes
●     Makes the common mix highly workable and much faster than normal
●     De-mold in12 hr, grind and/or polish in 48
●     Great for both precast and cast in place
●     Self consolidating thus fewer bug holes
●     General coverage of mixed batch is approximately 3.5 sq ft at 2 inches

Tru Pac O is high performance stampable overlay product that will allow you great versatility in your decorative needs.
By combining one Tru-Pac O decorative mortar conversion kit with one 80 lb bag of TYPE S mortar mix you get a
substantial batch of overlay for the same cost or less as typical 50 lb bag mixes. Bottom line is TPO will cut your overlay
mix cost in HALF!

●      Stampable overlay with a application thickness of 1/4 to 3/4 inch
●      Mix design complete with no need to add additional resin/bonder
●      Made for stamped but can be trowelled
●      Fiber reinforced for greater longevity
●      Seal and use in 24 hours in most conditions
●      Mix kit 16 lbs
●      General coverage of mixed batch is approximately 42 sq ft at ¼ inch.
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  Specialty Mixes: Concrete Counter Top

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com

For many years concrete was unheard of as a countertop material. The fact is, concrete counter-
tops are one of the best choices when it comes to residential and commercial kitchen and bath-
room  surfaces as concrete is one of the most durable of all building materials, Concrete offers a
versatility unmatched by traditional material.  It can be made into installed in nearly any shape,
any color, any thickness and with any surface finish. Our main goal with countertop mixes is to
provide a complete ease of use with great final results. They should take
integral coloring as well as other coloring systems such as Tru Tint acid stains, Tru tint WB
Stains or Tru Tint Dyes with ease.  These countertop mixes allow for pre-casting or traditional
casting, placing indoors and outdoors, and will provide a very durable, long lasting surfaces
with minimal care all at a cost typically lower than the competition.

Tru Kast is a fiber reinforced concrete countertop mix  that offers the contractor the perfect choice for either
pre-casting or casting in place.  Often called the “Perfect” counter top mix, this all silica based mix(no stone) is
designed to offer an extended time gap between the initial set and final set allowing a contractor ample time to
perform a skilled hard trowel finish without compromising a high early strength. This allows a de-mold time of
24 hrs if needed by the precast fabricator for grinding and polishing applications. This is a meticulously graded
aggregate mix that ensures even consolidation from top to bottom making it the perfect mix to use with textured
countertop edge forms grabbing every nuance and detail. With a finals strength of nearly 10,000 psi it also ranks
as one of the most durable. You can texture it, hard trowel it, burnish it, or polish it. Tru Kast will give you the
ability to provide the custom finish your client wants.
Kounter Kast is like Tru Kast except it exhibits a faster set time so is designed or those who precast most often.

50 lb bag will provide 3 sq ft at 1.5 inches and 2.3 sq ft at 2 inches
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  Specialty Mixes: Overeze Overlayment
Overeze Overlayment is a smart alternative to breaking out and replacing an existing concrete slab, which can be
disruptive, time-consuming and a mess.  By using an overlayment like Overeze, you can provide a complete
decorative makeover to an old slab in less time and less money than starting over.  Overeze can be applied, then
stamped or textured to provide the same look as full on stamped concrete.  It can be used with nearly any
Walttools color system for a full decorative effect.. Using Walttools texture stamps and skins, skilled installers can
precisely replicate the look and feel of most natural stone, brick, or slate.
Typical uses are - Resurfacing interior floors, including those previously covered with tile or carpeting.
Smoothing and leveling uneven or badly spalled concrete surfaces. Old driveways, patios and sidewalks that are
sound but well worn.  Old stamped concrete that has lost most of its surface texture.
Overeze coverage is 22 sq ft at 1/4 inch, 16 sq ft at 3/8 inch. Depth needed will vary based on stamp profile.

Top, BC Ashler Overlay
Bottom, Random Rock Overlay
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  Specialty Mixes: Microtoppings

Concrete Rescue is a most unique microtopping in that it can be applied from very thin(credit card thickness) to
nearly the thickness of a standard overlayment.  It exhibits high strength coupled with easy workability.  It can be
mixed as self leveling and rolled out evenly, or mixed stiffer and and applied by trowel or broom. It is the only

product of its kind that can be rolled out and then easily troweled fully for effect. This
indoor/outdoor product can also be lightly textured and/or  used with stencils if desired.
It is available in gray or white.
Coverage is approximately 60 sq ft at 1/8 inch.  50 lb bag.
Excellent for Countertop resurfacing
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Walttools’ decorative concrete microtoppings are engineered to rejuvenate the surface of existing concrete,
much like overlayment, in order to provide a clean canvas for new color or texture to the existing surface.
This is often a choice for interior floors instead of carpet, tile, or similar coverings. Microtoppings are ap-
plied fairly thin and can be built up with several application if needed.  They can be integrally colored or
stained with any color system.  Micros can also serve well as durable repair products for simple brush or
trowelled finishes.

Concrete Rescue Ad Pac. Rescue can also be used as a plaster/stucco coat by converting it from a flooring material
to a vertical by adding in a Rescue Ad pac.  It converts the material from self leveling to a thick, plaster like, material that is
easy to apply to walls and other vertical surfaces. The new surface can even take light textures.  Now you can redo both floors
and walls with one product and rejuvenating concrete flatwork. Applications range from feathering to 1/16 inch or 1/8 inch.

Canvas Trowel -TL is a mix design formulated for troweling in a few to several light applications. This allows a rich
burnished trowel look like that of old world plasters. It cures quickly for a fast turnaround, and allows stain and seal the
following day. It shows as an off white color allowing concrete stain to be brighter than on regular concrete.
30 lb bag coverage approximately 100 sq. ft. at 1/16"  (Thickness of credit card)

Canvas Self level -SL is a proprietary design formulated for single self level applications. Mix it up, pour it out and then
roll or Squeegee in place. It provides quick turnaround for stain and seal the same or following day.
Off-white color allows concrete stain to be brighter than on regular concrete.
30 lb bag coverage approximately 50 sq. ft. at 1/8"
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  Specialty Mixes: Structure Coat
Structure Coat is a pre blended, all in one, high strength cementitious concrete mix designed for use as a build
coat and scratch coat on surfaces that will be treated with a carveable finish coat such as Tru Pac X or V. Structure
Coat contains a proprietary resin designed to offer extreme adhesion to EPS foams combined with the correct mix
of  flexural strength, rigidity, and shrink resistance, especially beneficial in foam applications. The inherent
properties of Structure Coat also allow it also to be a superb concrete patching and repair mix for any interior and
exterior job. Once cured it offers great water, abrasion, and shrink resistance. It adheres to any cementitious surface
as well as unpainted metal, wood, stone, brick, and block.

● Can be applied by trowel or appropriate spray device.
● Does not require the use of a primer.
● Tri component reactive fiber system for improved tensile strength.
● Quick set and cure time to allow for faster project turn around.
● Excellent as a patching compound for concrete repair.

This is the best choice when working with foam bases for your vertical projects. It will create an extremely hard
shell that immobilizes incidental movement that could result of cracks and failures.
50 lb bag yields approximately 12 sq ft at ½ inch.

Major drive repair above
Left: Coating an outdoor rock formation

Structure Coat(top) allows this foam creation to be possible                                               Mortar Sprayer application

Structure Coat can be applied by spray with a sufficient equipment set up.  Smaller applications are usually applied
by hand and troweled in place. The heavy fiber matrix can be burned off at the surface if need be for aesthetic reasons.
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Heal   Sealand

Fused layer on surface

C:\Users\don\Dropbox...\HNS sealed and unsealed 2.jpg
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The Heal and Seal product line is the most advanced concrete sealer line ever to come to market. For decades,
solvent based acrylics have been the backbone of concrete sealers and that has proven to be a weak backbone at
most. The life expectancy of acrylics is low and the outright failure rate is high. Heal and Seal is a break thru in
sealer technology by the creation of an inorganic coating which works with concrete thru chemical bonding instead
of weak mechanical bonding. Heal and Seal Deco contains NO acrylic resins and instead, works thru an advanced
silicon technology that provides a permanent treatment protecting and preserving your concrete longer than any

acrylic based sealer can possibly do. Heal and Seal creates a permanent, chemically
fused coating on and just below your concrete surface.  This fused coating
immediately begins to fill small imperfections and voids that would have eventually
started the degradation process of the concrete surface in the form of cracking,
spalling and pop outs. By healing these micro imperfections, you greatly extend the
viable life of your decorative surface. This layer will not peel away like a traditional
sealer since it is permanently cured onto your concrete surface, nor will it break down
from the sun as it is naturally UV stable. No other sealer technology can replicate the
permanency and protection of Heal and Seal.

Heal and Seal - DECO 2k  is a 2 part waterborne decorative sealer that will actually enhance and wet out the sur-
face like that of its fully solvent based counterparts. In fact Heal and Seal Deco 2k will provide all the great charac-
teristics that you are used to with your regular solvent based sealer without the less desirable traits. It may very well
be the best decorative concrete sealer ever produced in terms of coverage, durability, and ease of use.
    Low VOC
    Better coverage than acrylics
    Better durability against weather and wear
    Better chemical resistance including road salts
    Better UV resistance
    Water clean-up

Heal and Seal - DECO
A single component version of Deco 2k above

Heal and Seal - CURE is the industry’s best cure and seal choice. Heal and Seal Cure is a reactive bonding curing
compound and water repellent with outstanding coverage and penetration on concrete substrates. Heal and Seal
Cure’s one of a kind patented inorganic formulation in a water base carrier provides superior water and salt
resistance compared to standard acrylic curing agents and colloidal based products. Improved resistance to de-icing
road salts, salt water pool systems, rain, sleet and snow are achieved with our advanced formula. Heal and Seal
Cure also meets cure & seal specs ASTM C-309, Type 1, Class A.
    Increases surface density by reducing porosity.
    Requires no rinsing & disposal and will not leave residue on surface.
    Neutral appearance.

Heal and Seal - POLISH is one of the most innovative floor treatment products of all time. It will densify your
polished concrete as well as create a fused polishable, permanent layer of protection that is NOT an organic resin
like a traditional "guard".  This protective layer can be applied after early cut stages and will take a gloss that will
mimic that of 1500 polish. This allows a polishing contractor to create a finished floor look much quicker than
traditional methods saving tremendous amount of time and labor.
    Increases surface density by reducing porosity.
    Will not leave residue on surface once polished
    Stands up to heavy abrasion and foot traffic.
    Is compatible with many common floor dyes.
    Serves as superior primer for additional sealer or coating.
    Provides immediate color enhancement.
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 Decorative Sealers
Decorative Sealers from Walttools allow you to demonstrate just how beautiful your decorative concrete can
be. They bring out the most in your textures and colors while providing best in class protection from the
elements including moisture, harsh sun, abrasion and yellowing. Do not leave your investment unprotected.

VOC stands for Volatile Organic Compound.
VOC’s are carbon based (organic) solvents that evaporate
under normal atmospheric conditions and eventually become
a component of what we know as “smog”.   As a result,
many states have enacted VOC regulations that reduces the
allowable VOC content of many products. Sealers and paints
are some of these products.

Stampsheen 350 is a low VOC glossy acrylic, solvent
based decorative sealer for protecting your outdoor surfaces.
This low viscosity, UV resistant, sealer will enhance color,
provide a good sheen, and shield against stains on your
stamped and textured concrete surfaces and overlays.
Unlike other low VOC formulations which can be difficult
to use and result in premature failures, this sealer was
designed to be applied with ease and be worry free.
Many similar low VOC acrylics are difficult to apply in even
moderately warm weather due to their formulations.
Stampsheen 350 is much more tolerant to the weather and
allows you to get your job sealed, when you need it sealed.
It can be applied early to aid in the cure of the surface also.

   Non-yellowing formula
   Color enhancing
   Guards against weather
   Easy to reapply
   Offers improved resistance to rain, sun, freeze.
   Excellent for exposed aggregate/pebble finish
   Great for masonry and pavers too

Quart, 1 gallon, 5 gallon, 55 gallon
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Ultra Thane 1000 is a single component water based
aliphatic urethane made for both indoor and outdoor
use on concrete, overlayment and microtoppings.  It
shows resistance to water, alkali, acids, UV Light, and
stains. This product will darken the surface slightly with
a medium gloss. Ultra Thane 1000 is the premier thin
coating for ease and durability.  The high
performance of this clear coat provides the durability
of a solvent base system with the ease and safety of a low
VOC (under 100g/L) water base system. Unlike most
Polyurethane products that are not moisture tolerant, Ultra
Thane 1000 has good properties related to vapor
permeability that allows its use outdoors.
For interior coatings this may be one of the easiest,
user friendly sealers on the market. The low VOC
rating makes it favorable in nearly all of the USA.
For the DIY, the low odor and easy roll on application
makes it an easy choice.
This is great for  a mild, long lasting sheen on your
decorative surfaces

   Excellent chemical resistance
   Long pot life
   Apply with roller or sprayer
   Durable finish.
   Use for both indoors and outdoors.
   Low V.O.C formula.
   Coverage of 200-350 sq. Ft.

   Gallon, 5 gallon or 55 gallon
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 Decorative coatings
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Epoxy HP is an extremely durable two-part decorative
coating designed for stained concrete floors, countertops
and other decorative concrete surfaces requiring a hard
wearing surface.  This two-part system is simple to apply
and provides excellent protection and enhancement
to decorative surfaces. This is a 100 percent solids system
that exhibits no odor or fumes during application. This is
the premier carrier for variety of high build, concrete floor-
ing applications. It greatly enhances the color of the sur-
face.
Enhanced flow and leveling properties make this a favorite
of contractors who do not like to fight with their materials.

    Excellent chemical resistance
    Enhances concrete color and stain
    Long pot life
    Durable finish
    Zero V.O.C.
    Coverage of approximately 75 sq ft per gallon.
    3 quart kit, 3 gallon kit, 15 gallon kit

Common uses include, but are not limited to, auto service
centers, warehouses, laboratories, aircraft hangars, cafete-

Decorative Coatings from Walttools are high performance coatings used to provide the highest protection
possible on a variety of surfaces.  From epoxies to polyaspartics, these superior systems will provide the best
results possible to showcase your decorative work .

Epoxy 1040 and 1055 are easy to use water based
epoxy systems for floors and countertops.

1040 is a two-part system that can be used as a medium gloss
finish coat or as a tenacious primer for any number of other
high build coatings.  It is a 40% solids material.  It will pro-
vide a medium gloss and will not wet out the surface.  When
used as a primer it will not allow the topcoat to alter the look
of the surface.

     Low viscosity allows for excellent substrate wetting
     and penetration.
     Provides superior bond to concrete, making it an ideal
     primer for many other coatings.
     Fast cure times and low odor make this a concrete
     favorite primer.
     Excellent as a stand alone, clear epoxy for interior
     applications.
     VOC compliant for most areas in the United States
     and Canada.

Dried coating is USDA accepted.

1055 is a higher build, 55% solids material more often used as
a finish coat than the 1040.  It offers durability that rivals sol-
vent based products including fast cure times, superior chemi-
cal resistance, abrasion resistance, substrate penetration and
hot tire pick up resistance.
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 Decorative coatings
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Polykoat is a two-component Polyaspartic Aliphatic Poly-
urea utilizing innovative technology.
It provides an ultra hard, high gloss clear coating. It's ex-
tremely quick curing time provides unmatched labor saving
capabilities above epoxy and conventional polyurethane.
Most surfaces can return to service in several hours instead
of days. Polykoat can be used for most types of interior and
exterior applications over properly prepared surfaces.
Polykoat provides protection from both chemical splashes
and spills as well as hot tire pickup. Polykoat makes an ex-
cellent high wear concrete countertop coating, perfect for
commercial applications subject to relentless wear and tear.

PolyKoat  yields chemical splash and spill resistance and
hot tire pick-up resistance much like it's epoxy counterpart.
PolyKoat can be used easily in conjunction with quartz and
chip aggregate systems.

    Use as a topcoat on your favorite broadcast chip system
    Exhibits the best of abrasion, chemical, and heat resis-
tance
    Sold by 2 gallon kit (equal parts A and B)
    Coverage ranges from 300 to 500 sq. ft. per kit

Decorative Coatings from Walttools are high performance coatings used to provide the highest protection
possible on a variety of surfaces.  From epoxies to polyaspartics, these superior systems will provide the best
results possible to showcase your decorative work .

Acri-Thane 250 is a highly durable decorative sealer
designed for stained concrete floors, countertops and other
decorative concrete surfaces.  This two-part system is
simple to apply and provides excellent protection
and heavy enhancement to any decorative surfaces. It has a
viscosity near a typical acrylic sealer so Acri-Thane is less
finicky than most two-part systems. It can be applied by
brush, roller, spryer or squeegee.

Excellent long term wear capabilities allow for longer life
without re-coating.
Enhanced chemical and stain resistance make this an excellent
top coat in a variety of locations. This works great sealing
overlayment and microtoppings.

   UV stability allows this to be used in areas saturated by the
   sun throughout the day.
   This is an excellent top coat over epoxy coated stained and
   dyed floors.
   Can be tinted.
   Use for both indoors and outdoors.
   Low V.O.C formula.
   Coverage of 200-350 sq. Ft.

Common applications include but are not limited to: Bars and
restaurants, foyers, auto centers, laboratories, garages, church-
es, basements, concrete countertops.

All two part coatings
have a pot life to them

Only mix what you
can use in the stated

time on the label

Common applications include but are not limited to: Bars
and restaurants, retail stores, auto centers, laboratories,
garages, churches, basements, concrete countertops.
Anywhere a fast setting, highly durable coating is desired.
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Polishing and Dustproofing

Colloidal Tru Hard Densifier is a state-of-the art concrete
hardener and densifier made up of nano-silica particles and
enhancers used to prevent dusting and increase durability of
concrete slab floors. It is designed to be used in the process
of concrete polishing to seal, increase sheen, and beautify
concrete floors. It works by reacting with concrete deep in
the slab forming a permanent, insoluble gel barrier within
the capillaries.  It reacts with unused cement to form more
concrete on a micro scale. It can be applied to newly placed
concrete as soon as it sets or it will also perform well with
concrete slabs that are decades old.  Permanently fills
porosity/capillaries of concrete
   Concentrated formula for best value
   Meets all V.O.C. regulations
   Penetrates deeper than all other densifying agents
   Will not discolor, blush, or peel over time
   Reduces dusting
   Can be applied to newly troweled green slabs to greatly
   decrease cure time before coatings
   Reduces operating cost by increased ease of maintenance
   and cleaning
   Covers approximately 400 sq ft per gallon

Sodium Tru Hard Densifier is a protective concrete treat-
ment formulated to chemically react with the lime in con-
crete to form an insoluble silica gel deep in the pores. Tru
Hard fills the pores of the concrete and provides a positive
seal that resists deicing chemicals, water, grease and oil. It
helps prevent “dusting” of new and old concrete floors. Tru
Hard Sodium is also used as an economical polishing aid in
floor and concrete countertop diamond polishing. It is gener-
ally used on interior and exterior concrete for dustproofing
and sealing in one step.

   Seals, dustproofs, and hardens in one operation
   Allows floor to still be stained, tiled, sealed, etc
   Reduces water permeability
   Covers up to 400 sq ft per gallon.
   Most economical of all densifiers
   Most popular of all densifiers

The Tru Hard line of densifying agents are in a class of their own. Not only do they perform excellently,
the Tru Hard line is very competitively priced. They are formulated specifically to densify, protect and
enhance both regular and polished concrete flooring.  They are water based formulas, contain no V.O.C. s
and are very user friendly.

For many high performance coatings, the most frequent

cause of failure is moisture present in the slab. This can

be a permanent problem with some slabs due to the

surrounding drainage and possible lack of a moisture

barrier.  Many of these slabs once deemed a bad choice

for certain decorative coatings can now be made to

accept these coatings. Two such products from Walttools

can work to rid that slab of the moisture and vapor

pressure.  Both Heal and Seal Cure and Tru Hard

Colloidal will work to reduce and eliminate the

problem at hand.  Got a wet basement?  Give Walttools

a try to save that slab.
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Floor Shield Guard is a water based, penetrating color
guard and polished floor protector to be used on polished
and densified concrete surfaces.  It is not a topical wax, but a
unique surface treatment used to help reduce soiling stains
from setting into your polished floors. The ultra low VOC
formula contains a blend of colloidal silica to further harden
your floor while applying an even layer of an ultra thin res-
inous coating for protection.

    No odor.
    Fast drying.
    Color enhancement.
    Easy to apply.
    Excellent for polished concrete countertops.
    5 gl or 1 gl
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Decorative Coatings from Walttools are high performance coatings used to provide the highest protection
possible on a variety of surfaces.  From epoxies to polyaspartics, these superior systems will provide the best
results possible to showcase your decorative work .

Epoxy HP is an extremely durable two-part decorative
coating designed for stained concrete floors, countertops
and other decorative concrete surfaces requiring a hard
wearing surface.  This two-part system is simple to apply
and provides excellent protection and enhancement
to decorative surfaces. This is a 100 percent solids system
that exhibits no odor or fumes during application. This is the
premier carrier for your favortie metallic pigment systems as
well as broadcast vinyl chips and other aggregate floor
systems.

    Excellent chemical resistance
    Enhanced surface colors
    Long pot life
    Durable finish
    Zero V.O.C.
    Coverage of approx 75 sq ft per gallon.
    3 sq kit, 3 gallon kit

Polykoat is a two-component Polyaspartic Aliphatic Polyurea
utilizing innovative technology.
It provides an ultra hard, high gloss clear coating. It's extremely
quick curing time provides unmatched labor saving capabilities
above epoxy And conventional polyurethane.  Most surfaces
can return to service in several hours instead of days. Polykoat
can be used for most types of interior and exterior applications
over properly prepared surfaces. Polykoat provides protection
from both chemical splashes and spills as well as hot tire
pickup. Polykoat makes an excellent high wear concrete
countertop coating, perfect for commercial applications subject
to relentless wear and tear.

    Use as a topcoat on your favorite broadcast chip system
    Exhibits the best of abrasion, chemical, and heat resistance
    Sold by 2 gallon kit (equal parts A and B)
    Coverage ranges from 300 to 500 sq. ft. per kit

Acri-Thane 250 is a highly durable decorative sealer
designed for stained concrete floors, countertops and other
decorative concrete surfaces.  This two-part system is
simple to apply and provides excellent protection
and enhancement to any decorative surfaces. It has a
viscosity near a typical acrylic sealer so Acri-Thane is less
finicky than most two-part systems. It can be applied by
brush, roller, spryer or squeegee.

   1.25 gallon kit
   Use for both indoors and outdoors.
   Low V.O.C formula.
   Coverage of 200-350 sq. ft.

 Decorative Coatings
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Epoxy 1040 and 1055 are easy to use water based
epoxy systems for floors and countertops. 1040 is a two-
part system that can be used as a medium gloss finish
coat or as a tenacious primer for any number of other
high build coatings.  1055 is a high solids two-part system
that is typically used as a glossy finish coat over 1040.

Ultra Thane 1000 is a single component water based
ailphatic urethane made for both indoor and outdoor
use on concrete, overlayment and microtoppings.  It
shows resistance to water, alkali, acids, UV Light, and
stains. This product will darken the surface slightly with
a medium gloss. Ultra Thane 1000 is the premier thin
coating for ease and durability.  The high
performance of this clear coat provides the durability
of a solvent base system with the ease and safety of a low
VOC (under 100g/L) water base system. Unlike most
Polyurethane products that are not moisture tolerant, Ultra
Thane 1000 has good properties related to vapor
permeability that allows its use outdoors.
For interior coatings this may be one of the easiest,
user friendly sealers on the market. The low VOC
rating makes it favorable in nearly all of the USA.
For the DIY, the low odor and easy roll on application
makes it an easy choice.

   Excellent chemical resistance
   Long pot life
   Apply with roller or sprayer
   Durable finish.
   Use for both indoors and outdoors.
   Low V.O.C formula.
   Coverage of 200-350 sq. Ft.
   Gallon or 5 gallon
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 Decorative Aids
Walttools produces several needed and useful products to help you produce the best decorative surfaces possible.
The “sundry” items are always forgotten until they are needed on the job, so be sure to keep your crew prepared
with the what is needed for all possibilities.

Tru Impressions "C" Acid Etch and Clean is made from a
Blend of odorless acids, surfactants, and detergents designed
to help clean and open the concrete surface for coatings and
sealers.
    Safe to use on integrally colored concrete
    Safer on skin than muriatic acid
    When diluted, it works great for removing rust stains,
    efflorescence, and lime
    Gallons

Tru Impressions "C" Cleaner and Degreaser is paramount
for preparation prior to overlayment and sealing. This
economical cleaner is the solution.
     Environmentally safe and non-toxic
     Made from natural and organic ingredients
     Removes grease, oil, tar, wax and most rubber marks
     Concentrated for industrial use
     Gallons

Tru Grip is a micronized polymeric powder added to film
forming sealer to improve slip resistance.  Tru Grip is of low
density, lightweight composition which helps eliminate
settling in low viscosity (thin) sealers or stains. It has a round
spherical shape which provides optimum abrasion resistance,
gloss control, and is less abrasive when compared to common
silica based texturizing agents.
    Typical applications include patios, pool surrounds,
    sidewalks, porches, walkways, inclines, or garage floors.
    Will not yellow or alter the surface color.
    8 oz container treats 5 gallons of sealer.

Krete Kutter is a must to have on hand for safely keeping
your tools clean.
    Safe to use on metal tools for breaking down cured
    concrete without the pitting of traditional acids
    Safer on skin than muriatic acid
    Odorless with no harmful fumes
    Gallons

Tru Strip is a bio-friendly, industrial strength sealer and
coating stripper.
    Safely removes most existing coatings including acrylics,
    urethanes, glues, and some epoxies.
    Exhibits a short wait time to be effective
    Safe on most any surface

Gallons and 5 gl pails

Tru Slick trowel aid is a concrete finisher's dream. For the
veteran finishers it means you go home less tired. For the
novice it makes you finish like a pro. Lightly mist a bit of
Tru Slik trowel aid onto your concrete and trowel before
taking your tool to the surface. What you will notice is an
immediate ease at which the trowel glides over the surface
with little effort. Tru Slik will promote a smoother and easier
finish on your surface. This product will not alter your final
finish whether you are working with plain or colored concrete.

In addition, Tru Slick  is proven to control excess moisture
loss from the surface thus reduce shrinkage and crazing
in the process. This is a must have for overlayment.

   Reduces surface moisture evaporation weather conditions,
   such as high sun, high wind, low humidity, etc.
   Reduces subsequent chances of plastic shrinkage cracking,
   spider cracking, and wind crusting.
   Non-toxic - contains no solvents or V.O.C. - bio-degradable
   5 gallon treats up to 2000 sq ft.

Form Shield Release from Walttools is a water-based Earth
Friendly professional grade form release agent that dries to
an invisible, waxy like film that allows the concrete to release
with fewer imperfections.  Form Shield allows for a
bondable concrete surface to the finished concrete. It is V.O.C.
Compliant. It  works to ensure clean, positive release on
plywood, fiberglass, aluminum, steel, urethane and other
concrete forming materials and form liners thereby extending
the normal usable life of such forms.

   Will build and maintain release ability for multiple pours
   Dries to non-intrusive, non-stick film
   Environmentally friendly,no odor
   VOC compliant
   5 gl pails

Excellent for Walttools precast molds

Xylene is the workhorse solvent for decorative concrete.  It
is used for cleaning tools and sprayers when using most
solvent based sealers.  It is also used for helping correct
Sealer blemishes from moisture and haze.
Gallon or 5 gallon

W Matte  is an easy to use, pourable, concentrated liquid
matting agent additive for addition to solvent based
acrylic sealers to reduce gloss levels. Satin or Matte finish
gloss levels are easily achieved by adding W Matte to varying
levels.

888-263-5895                       Walttools.com
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Deco 2k - Leave your sealer worries behind
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Walttools
1246 Leah Rd
Morris, IL  60450         TEL: 888-263-5895          FAX: 815-941-2143 walttools.com

Photo courtesy Wolfrath Curbing

Photo courtesy Hoosier Concrete

Top - Centennial plank and Weatherwood plank
Right - Wisconsin Flagstone
Heavy Quarry seamless


